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A 0.01875 scale model (model S-5) of a preliminary version of the NASA/ 
MSC orbiter shuttle configuration was tested (MCO test series S-VI) in 
the Texas A&M University Low Speed Wind Tunnel from October 28 through 
November 7, 1969. The primary test objective was to obtain data des­
cribing the longitudinal, lateral, and directional stability character­
istics of the orbiter configuration. These tests were conducted at a 
Mach number of 0.25 at a Reynolds number of 1.7 X 1o6 per foot. The 
model was tested at an angle of attack range of -6° to 16" at faxed side­
slip angles of -10, -5°, and 0*; at elevator deflections of -10', -60, 
-40, -2°, 00, 2", 401 60, 10', 20" and with the elevator off; and at hori­
°
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Forces and moments were measured by an internal strain gage balance in
 




VREF = S = wing planform area = 0.321 ft
2
 
IREF = E = wing mean aerodynamic chord = 2.773 in.
 
b = wing span = 1.5 ft.
 
Axial force was not corrected for model base pressure effects nor have 
the data been corrected for tunnel effects (blockage, bouyancy, etc.). 
Moment coefficients are referenced about the wing mean aerodynamic 
chord quarter point (0/4). This longitudinal point is at fuselage station 
13.837. The vertLcal and lateral reference points are water lane 2.4 inches
 
and buttock line 0.0 respectively. For this test the internal balance elec­
trical center and moment reference point were at the same location. Stabil­
ity axis values of lift coefficient (CL) and total drag coefficient (CD)
 






BI = Baseline fuselage MSC orbiter S-5 (August 1969 configuration) 
W1 = Wing MSC orbiter S-5 (May 1969 configuration) 
V3 = Vertical tail MSC orbiter S-5 (August 1969 configuration) 
H6 = Horizontal stabilizer with elevator MSC, orbiter S-5 (August 1969 
configuration 
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Figures 2 through 4 are drawings (components, model assembly, and tunnel
 
installation) of the configuration These drawings are not drawn to scale.
 
To obtain premature transition of the laminar boundary layer at the appropri­
ate locations on the scaled model, 0.1 inch wide trip strips (grit sizing
 
#100) were placed at prescribed distances (ten percent of the chord) behind
 
the leading edges of the wing, horizontal stabilizer, and vertical tabil­
zer. To promote turbulent flow about the fuselage, the same width trip
 
strips were placed one inch rearward and about the nose, and at the base and
 
-tested with elevator off
 
4 
on either side of the fuselage (ten percent of the height) as shown in 
Figure 3. The model was installed in the wind tunnel on a single support 
system (Figure 4). The model was attached to a sting which was connected
 
perpendicular to, and upstream of, a single floor-mounted strut. In this
 
arrangement the model and sting-tunnel centerline was coincident. Upon in­
stallation, the model was rolled 900 so that the wings were in the tunnel's 
vertical plane. In this attitude, angle of attack was varied by rotating 
the model in the tunnel horizontal plane. This was accomplished by mechani­
cally rotating the sting-strut assembly, which is mounted on a turntable, 
about a 3.5-foot radius arc. Angle of sideslip was varied by off-setting the 
sting in the tunnel's vertical plane. This was accomplished by manually 
rotating the sting about the sting-strut attach point and locking at each 
prescribed setting with a drift pin. 
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - /I 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: . Scg - 51r99-,flsc o e -re5-s 
DRAWING NUMBER. SOD Y 3 71O6-o 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length, ft. //So 91__/-6 
Max. Width, inches 230.0 4-31 
Max. Depth, inches 0-5-6.o d_ _ 
Fineness Ratio (LSCA16-V/ .S-" ;_ 
Area, ft2 
Max. Cross-Sectional 308.0 0, 3 
Planform "--" 
Wetted -- --
Base- 0 0-TS63 
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MODEL COMPONENT: 4//A/c - /I
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 0, 01617-5- gLc- ln5C $je 'zr S-.
 
DRAWING NUMBER: 	 SDY 3-7/00/06 




Area) F TF 
Planform .9/616 o.,3zl/ 
Wetted 	 5. 
Span (equivalent) F7- 60,0 __- __-
Aspect Ratio 'o3 Co 3 
Rate of Taper k -Cr7) b/ .r. , 
Taper Ratio a 33 ,33 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 7 0 
Incidence Angle, degrees -L? ± 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees o. c 0 C 




Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge /4-0 14_.0 
Trailing Edge -. I' a-o
 
0.25 Element Line 	 ec 0.5- /o.o-
Chords: 	weeae 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 2o4-,8 _5,9-
Tip, (equivalent) /12 0 
MAC, inches el 773 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC /.F,!,3 '7
 
W.P. of .25 MAC 	 zoo, 3 --
Airfoil 	Section 
Root AW/ p(4 1 eol - ,nC -6 -
Tip t/Vc 0oo-6o4 1c) -__ 
EXPOSED DATA
 
Area s -7'2 ,/1/,6.2 1 
Span, (equivalent) Fr , 
Aspect Ratio 4,,0,-
Taper Ratio 4,39- ,39 f 
Chords, Pf fHS 
Root 1-.35 3,O__ 
Tip 6F3.3 J.?., 
MAC 216.4/S ­
*Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC A 3 /Z 644 
W.P. of .25 MAC 	 Pv.-/
 
7 
MODEL COMPONENT: fll/e/ O,, -Z/tt 1/ -/ t--_6f9-- /C, 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 6%/i/'-- S , _- A2SC eZ/3 ->c 5--
DRAWING NUMBER: 7CY4/pp6L 6 









Diehedral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 
Toe-In Angle 
Cant Angle 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
Chords: /AI 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 
Tip, (equivalent) 
MAC, inches 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 






































MODEL COMPONENT: - 1/3 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 00187-6" 5 R e--, C /e,,'1 - -C 
DRAWING NUMBER: £613 7I0lopog 






P1 anfom 3 , r/ac 
 _-___ 
Wetted 
Span (equivalent) 11 e 0so.o 
Aspect Ratio ._.___9 __-
Rate of Taper
 
Taper Ratio IZ 4"I .Z 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 0.o0 
Incidence Angle, degrees 0.O 010 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 0.0 ,0 
Toe-In Angle .. -
Cant Angle _ -
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 0 S.-
Trailing Edge 0 
0.25 Element Line __--- __-__ 
Chords: IN 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) ts. 4-19 
Tip, (equivalent) zo0.V e-2_!5 
MAC, inches ij-T.., &, 7z 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC /A____ Z 09. 
0 5 . of .25 MAC -337 S 
Airfoil Section 
Root ,.4cd 91-(- 6- e / -
Tip N4cA oo/z-&_.4 ,06E - 4­
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MODEL COMPONENT: tL-6--/A cOC6-
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: (1,/81 Scgte ,05C CCB3m',- 5-
DRAWING NUMBER: S-6 Y 3 -/0008 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area) /d t" 
Span (equivalent) 1V 
Inb'd equivalent chord 1) 1A1 
Outb'd equivalent chord Hd 









At Inb'd equiv. chord (,-) 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
A.S-"J9 -S5 
Leading Edge _ 
Tailing Edge 
Hingeline 
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IDENTIFIERI 11 21 31 41 51 LOWER LIMIT 6 1UPPER LIMIT
 
DATA SET DATA SET DESCRIPTOR 

5/o0o. , , .... . , ,l , .. . I ,, .1 ... . . 
c ,, ., .1.. . , ,13 1 , . . , , 1 ,, ... .... .. . 
.3A I Q/ 6, . - , ,, - . .... Ii. ...i,,,, - ... .
 
1 ,,, . .. ,, . 1.WII...., ,, , . ... .. ,
,IL 3 . .6 c, 7 i t. ,.i . ... I _._.___i___, ,I ,_ _,___.. . I . . . .. I ..
2 i/009 , , .... a ,, l , .}....i. , ,,,. .a.... I.... Is*,. .1 . .i. .. . . . 
/£6/c/I , , . I . , . .. . .I ,, , , ,I . . . .. . . . I ... .. j . . .. *.I. .t 
Pd 1_ _ ' .I Ii . ...I. . I . . . . I , ,, ,Ii , I . . .. . .. . .,eGIO 1I , ,, . . I . I . Ii , , , ,, i. . . , 
R ;t014-
_ ... . ,, ,. . . ....I,,,,, . . . .B 
g ./ol7 I ,, i ......... , ,, a a... . .
..  I I .... i . ... I ,
 
5 /o 4.gI-.,,,9-,-s , ,nd-.ki , ,,,I uI', ,, .... I .. 1 ,. 
1 11 21 31 41 51 61 
, . , . I , ,,,41 E, .I .... I,...,7 , I ,. ,, 1 13,.7,Z , 1 ,, ,. ... 4 . ,,I g!,,., 
Fr LONGITUDINAL LATERAL LONGITUDINAL LATERAL VERTICAL 
REFERENCE AREA C zR FT bR m YMRP ZMRP SOURCE DOCUMENT 
SR REFERENCE LENGTH MOMENT REFERENCE POINT 
TEST 1/ C S-W DATA SET DESCRIPTOR SHEET
 
DATA SET DATA SET DESCRIPTOR 
CURVE SLOPE RANGE 
IDENTIFIER1 11 21 31 41 5 1 LOWER LIMIT 6 1UPPER LIMIT 
/l 21 ,, A -tZ ,Is,,-,,,Mx-t.e , 4,. , .... I.. .. .. L , .. . 
R61022 -, ,i .J .. 
)?6 /02-3 , , , I , ,. i, ., ,I3 ... .,l i,. II , .. .t. .. .. . t ... ... ... .... . .... 
________ , .. . . .... I .,.., . ,,, I...I .... I.... I. ~ .1. .. ............. I . . 
P C o 2 - , , . _ J. . . . t , , . I . . .. 1 , , , , I .. , ,, I . . . .,, , , I ,, L ,f. . ... , , , 
, ,,1016 1,. . ..S 7,,I,4 & ,r,-, I . . . 61. . . . 1i . . . .I , ,, a . . . . ...... 
_I,. 
I , l ,, 3 , II 3, ,iI I.. I . . I .. I ,3 ,I ,, , , . ... .t . . I . . . . . I . . 
, I I , , , , I , , , , I .. . . I ,_ , , I . .. . I .. . . I , , , , . . I . . . . I . . . . 
3 

, , i *31, , 1. I ,, l,.. . . ... . ,, .. .J.~ .1 3 . 3... . . . ., I . . . i , ,p I, 
1 11 21 31 41 51 61 
,-i /AJ L 
Fr LONGITUDINAL LATERAL LONGITUDINAL LATERAL VERTICAL 
REFERENCE AREA £R F7- bR )mp YMRP ZMRP SOURCE DOCUMENT 
SR REFERENCE LENGTH MOMENT REFERENCE POINT 
TEST FACTTITY DESCRPTTON 
The Texas A&M University Low Speed Wind Tunnel is a continuous closed 
circuit horizontal single return facility. The overall circuit length is 
397.5 feet; the tunnel is constructed of steel supported abovethe ground on
 
concrete pillars. The rectangular 7 foot by 10 foot test section is 16 feet 
long, and it is operated at atmospheric pressure through a speed range from 
zero to 300 feet per second. The tunnel is powered by a 1250 EVA synchronous 
electric motor which drives a 121-foot diameter Curtiss Electric propeller; 
the controls for the motor and its auxiliaries are located in the control
 
room. Cooling of the tunnel circuit during warm weather is accomplished by
 
spraying the outside of the tunnel shell with water; this keeps the tunnel
 
circuit temperature within 10°F of ambient temperatures to protect models
 
and to maintain tolerable test section working conditions for model configu­
ration changes. The 7 x 10 test section incorporates an external pyramid
 
balance system which separates and independently measures the aerodynamic
 
components; a variety of support systems for this balance are available. 
Internal balances are also available for use in this tunnel. For a more,de­
tailed description of this tunnel refer to the Low Speed Wind Tunnel Facility 
Handbook published by the Space Technology Division, Texas A&M University, 
























MRP abbreviation for moment reference point 
rolling moment in the body axis system; 
N-m, ft-lb 
rolling moment in the stability axis system; 
N-m, ft-lb 
rolling moment in the wind axis system; 
N-m, ft-lb 
pitching moment in the body (or stability) 
axis system; N-m, ft-lb 
pitching moment in the wind axis system; 
N-m, ft-lb 
yawing moment in the body axis system; 
N-m, ft-lb 
yawing moment in the wind axis system; 
N-m, ft-lb 
static pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 
total pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 
Q(PSI) dynamic pressure; N/m 2 , psi, psf 
Q(PSF) 
RN/L Reynold's number per unit length, million/ft 
2
wing area; m , ft2 
2m ,REFS reference area; ft 
2 
temperature; OK, °C, OR, OF 
speed of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; m/see, ft/sec 
































base area; m 2 , ft 2 , m 
speed of sound; rn/sea, ft/sec 
aspect ratio, b2 /S 
wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
wing chord; in, ft, in 
wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; m, ft, in 
center of gravity 
center of pressure 
axial force coefficient, FA/qSref 
base axial force coefficient, [(p.- pb/q] 
(Ab /Sref) 
forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb 
drag force coefficient in the wind axis 
system, FD/q Sref 
drag force coefficient in the stability axis 
system, FL/q Sref 
lift force coefficient (stability or wing axis) 
FL/q Sref 
rolling moment coefficient in body axis 
system, Mx/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the stability 
axs system, Mx, s/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the wind axis 




C m CNM 
Cm, S CNM 






















pitching moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, My/q Sref £ ref 
pitching moment coefficient in the stability axis 
system, Cm, s = Cm 
pitching moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, MY, w/q Sref Iref 
normal force coefficient in the body axis system, 
FN/q Sref 
yawing moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, Mz/q Sref b 
yawing moment coefficient in the stability axis 
system, Cn, s = Cn 
yawing moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, Mz,w/q Sref b 
pressure coefficient, (p - p.)/q 
side force coefficient (body or stability axis 
system), Fy/q Sref 
axial force; N, lb 
drag force in wind axis system, N, lb 
drag force in the stability axis system; N, lb 
lift force (stability or wind axis system); N, lb 
normal force; N, lb 
side force; N, lb 
reference length ; m, ft, in 






SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINrTION 
Vvelocity of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; m/see, ft/sec 
a ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-aXs on the body X, Z -plane 
and the body X-axis; deg 
BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; deg 
y ratio of specific heats 
r DIHDRL wing dihedral angle; deg 
Scontrol surface deflection angle; deg 
positive deflections are­
aileron - left aileron trailing edge down 
elevator - trailing edge down 
rudder - trailing edge to the left 
flap - trailing edge down 
tab - trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface 
p air density; Kg/m 3 , slugs/ft 
o pitch angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Y-axls, positive when the positive Z-axis is 
rotated toward the positive X-axis; deg 
* PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body X­
axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; deg 
PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis- positive when the positive X-axis is 










e elevator or elevon 
f flap 
r rudder or ruddervator 
s stability axis system 
t tail, or total conditions 
w wind axis system 








1. Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
 












Figure 1. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and 





U)) I 90 
wSta 13.837 _ 
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Data reduction center at c/4
 
(a) Configuration BWlVH 6 . 




o W L 2.40 in. 
Sta 1Cavity 






W L 0.0 1. 
25.87 in. 1 
-­4.3 ,n.-t 
(b) Fuselage (B1 ). 
Figure 2.- Continued. 
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(c) Wing (w1 ) 
Figure 2.- Continued.
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(d) Vertical stabilizer (V). 






































1.0 ,624 i. 
Figure 3. Grit stripping. 
Siut 






Figure 4. - Model installation in the test section at 











ataset Identifier on Plot Page
 
AG1007 AG1O08 AGlOlO -AGIot2___ AS0014 1
 
AG1007 AGIO09 AG1011 AG1013 AG1015 AG1016 10
 
AG101 AG1002 AG1003 AGIO14 AG1005 AG1007 19
 
A01025 AG1007 AG1026 28
 
AG1O07 A612OO AG1024 37
 
AG1003 -AGjo17 AGXO2I- 46
 
AGIO05 AG1019 AG1023 55
 
AG1I17 AGl18 AG1019 AG1020 64
 




CN, CNM, CY, CYM, CRL
 
CATOTL, CL, CD, LA
 




Dataset Identifier on Plot Page
 
AG107 AC1 _ _ Ae1DID A lolZ.. A61014 82
 





AG1025 AG1007 AG1026 91
 
AG1007- AG1020 AG1024 94
 
AG1003 AG1017 AG1021 97
 
AGO105 AGlI19 AG1023___ 100
 
AG1017 AG1018 AGI019 AG1020 103
 












NOTE: Addition of the wing to the body produces a departure from the general 
trend of total axial force coefficient variation with angle of attack. The 
departure is apparent throughout the low angle of attack range. The precise
 
cause of this deviation is unknown. Inclusion of base pressure data could 
have possibly been helpful in isolating the cause of the axial force variance. 
Knowledge of the base conditions would be helpful in the event the variance 
is attributable to wake or vortex flow emanating from the wing or wing-body 
juncture interacting with the body or sting in the model base region. 
32
 


















pSC S-V, S-: ORBITER B VH1AI?3L 
H C iS -V ORBITER B IV3"6 
HSC 6-yr S-S ORBITER otwiv3fi 
HSC -VI -5 R IT R B IIV 36 
Sc 6-VI 8-5 ORITER OIW10TIO 
F0SCALE 
IANGLE OF ATT&CK, ALPHA DEGREES 
DATA SET DATE MACH 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPRA DEGREES
 
SyHOOL COIJFIURATIO4 DESRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH PeERENcE INFOINATION 
NSC $-VI S-5 ORDI TER BIWIV3MO I A01 007) 31 JUL TO a 250 REFS 3 ZIOOXID.o' FT 50 
x NBC s-VI S-$ ORBITER OSIvjHs (AGLODS) 31 JUL ?0 R FF Z 7130OXIO" IN 
a NC $-VI S-5 QRITER S$ VSHG AGIOID) 31 JUL TO REFS I S$010DOX30.0 FT1
NBHS -v S-5 BlT r slwlVap (AGIDO) 31 JUL TO XNRP I 1490OXtO0 0 PCT LO
D
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MSC S-5 ORBITER(OO01875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 









ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH 
* NC S-5 DI VIV3HC (ACID07) TO a 250* SC S-VIS-VI 6 ORBITERER *o 3HS A01000) 31 JUL r_ 
* NSC S-VI S-5 ORBITER BIWIO3HIS (AG1IID 31 JUL rO 
31JUL T
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v OM A - VI S- 5 RB T R V W V 3MS AG 2 0 4 ) 1 U ? U 
1 
REFERENCE FILE EX24/69-314S 
REFERENCE INFOSMATION 
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0 NCS-V1 S-S ORBITER 
Y B -VI 5-50ORBITER 
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SYNSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE HACH REFERENCE INFOVATIOU 
H$C $-VI 6-5ORD3ITFR BtWIVSHS (AGIDD?) l JUL TO 0 250 REFS 5 22DDXIO.On FT SU o

* HSC $-VI S-5 ORBITER OlWlV3H6 (AO1000) Sl JUL 70 REFL 2 F73 0axi+ u IN 
AO1010) 31, JUL TO RZFB 1 segooulo. FT 
MSC S-VI V-5 ORBITER llV3H (AGf¢01gy 31 JUL 70 x up 5 349DOX1 a PCT LE y Isc S-V t S- 5 R IT ER lIV3H S 1 04 ) 3 1 J L 70 Y p p 0 0DOO D+ 01 
* NC S-vl s-57 ORBITER 6 IV3HO 0 
(AG XI 
Zmkr 5 vaocGD l 0 ! PCT Z 
REERNC TL 1 075coxic D PCTE24611318SCALE 

PAGE a 






Oc 4 1 14 so 20 ac 







USC S-VI S-5 ORBITER SIMS3H 
11C S-VI 5-5 ORBITER 131W VSHS 
H$C S-V LS- 9 OR BT R Sl V H 5 
Sc S-VIS-5 OR ITER I~V3 




(AG I DI) 
(A &DI) 
(A 10 14 ) 
DATE MACH 
31 JUL T0O a a0 
31 JUL TO 
31 JUL TD 
31 JL 70 
31 JUL 70 
REFERENlCE INFO!HATION 
REFS 3 alodoXlo0 FT $6 
REFL z FTSDOX10400 IN 
REF S I 500 DX10. 0 F T L 
XR F 5 349 D 0.00 n F T L 
Y R P 0 O00 0D X 1O 0 0 
Z RP 5 0 oauOxig. Z&SIALE I _ISO PCTPCT 
REFFEN£C£ FILE E9241/9A -3148
 
PAGE 9 
MSC S-5 ORBITERO.01875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 
8. -C -- -1_ _ _ _ _ 










-0o -8 -0 -4 -2 0 1 4 a a 10 I 14 se to go 
ANGLE OF A-TTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 

















































3 aIVPSx$Oo 0 
E ? F30sOxiO, 
I 50000X10+0 
5.49001X0OO 
0 000011 4 
o 






REFERENCE FILE EX241911l-314B SCALI 1.87500_10 PCT 
PAGE 10 
.C 








0 a 0 2L 1 o g 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
SyMOOL CONFIOU:ATION DESCPIPTION D TA SET DATE HACH PEFERENCE, INFOVATION 
NSC S-Vj -9 CRUTMP SIMS (AGID07) 3L JUh TO a 250 RrrS 3 ZSCDQX10,. FT So 
x HSC $-Vt S-9 ORBITERoSC S: I 50ORI P BVSM (AGLOW} 51 JUL FO
S2IV5H6 (AGIDI1) 31JUL to EEFL 2 ?t3oGXlG+ INREFS I $OX10+ FT0
 
VS-C 5 8 -5 ORBITER DlIWIV5MS (AGIOIS) 32 JUL 70 XNRP 5 34900xso+,,~ PCT LB 
y MSC S-VI S 5 ORSITaR O&WIZV3H6 CA 1O15) al JUL 70 
-yHRp a occauxi 0 .0 9 "c S-Vr S-s 0.113TER SIMS H MAIMS) 31 JUL TO ZHRF a 00DOOX1O+ PCT ZD 
PEFERENCE FILE EX241G911-B148 






















-. 2 - - -4 2 0 2 4 6 a to I 14 to to g0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ,ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYM5QL CONVIGURATJOtI DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE HACHI REFERENCC INFIIATION 
N C S-V S-5 OBITER BIWIV31 CnGDO1 31 JaIL 70 a 250 =EFS 5 81000Xi0, FT SO00  
x tSC S-VI 5-5 OBITER SIWIv3H (A1009) 31 JUL T0 REFL a M0sXIDo I" 
" .SC S-VI S-S ORBITER SIWV3HS (AGitI) 31 JVlL 10 REFS I 5OO0OXI0 0 FT 
o HSC S-VS 5-5 ORSBTER 213143m (AGOIS1) 51 JUL 10 XMRP 5 34900XI0 0 1  PCT LBi 
i nc s-VT S-5 ORBITEr SIV(AGIOJ5) 32 J1tL TO YNRP 0 GOODOOX 0 0 1
4 NSC S-VI 5-5 ORBITER ' lvfjG (ASI16) 31 JUL YO ZIRP , 00000X1 PCI Z 
SCALE 1 a..0-00 PCT
RCFEREMC FILE EX24/O911-314B 
PAGE 12 








E _ _E F.02 
00 
Lil . 1 1 
-. 0 
- o ­ , i * 1 1 l l e J i t I l t 
.4.t4 .

..- Ik~t.-t.. . .4. .4. .L . . ~. . .-. . 4.L ... . . 4. 
- a - 03 4 2 a a 4 6 0 to SO ±4 13 to SO 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION D4TA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE IHFORNATION 
* ISC S-VI S-5 ORBITEP BIW1V3H6 (AGIOT) 31 JUL TO 0 250 PEF$ 5 2IODOXIO, 0 I FT SeS Fsc S-VI S-5 ORBITER 8IWIV3N6 (AGIOBS) 31 JUL TO REFL, 2 Yrto00oXlo+ IN
O i4C S-VI S-5 ORBITER tIWlV3S (AG1011) 31 JUL TO REF8 I 50000Y10, 0 1  rT
 0 NBC S-Vl S-9 ORBITER BlWIV H6 (A01I) 31 JUL To XNRP 5 348OX0,+0 PCT LB Y NSC 5V1 S5 ORITEP BIYIVUO (AGIIs) 1 JUL TO Y*RP 00flEEXlo 0 1BIC S-VI 5-5 ORBITER Bl4VSHG (A6O16) 31 JUL TO ZIRP 5 GOOOXI0+SCAE PCT Ze20750XI 00PC  
REFERENCE FILE EXZ4/69Z1-5140 SCALE 1 0T500XIO PCT 
PAGE 13
 
MSC S-5 ORBITERCO.01875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 
*ia fl1IrmrI n-r-r -rfr -r-r *rr-1 -r-r -r---r -r-r -r-r rrr -T-r rrr rfl 
-1 .04 














NBC S-Vl S-5 OqsITrR elwlV3ms 
14SC S-VI S-5 ORBITER E wivsm: 
N$C S-VI S 5 ORBITER Biwiv Hm 
B -IS-5 ORBITER BIWIV3HO 
S- S-5 ORBITER UlWIV3MO 
IC S-VI 5-3 ORBITER BIWIV5MS 









31 JUL rO 
31 JUL 70 
I JUL TO 
31 JUL 70 
31 JUL TO 
31 JUL TO 
MACH 
0S 
REFERENCE IWFOjT ;TION 
REFS 3 210OX 1, FT $0 
REFL 2 Tr3ODUX.D00 IN 
REFS I 5sDopoxia . FT 
XMRP 5 34900XIO D FCo L 
YMRP O 00OXIO+0 
2 RP vocoaxo+ PCT ZB' 
SCALE I 675SOXIG+no PCT 
PAGE 14 
--
SC S-5 ORBITERO001875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 










-10 -a - 4 -2 a 2 4 0 a 10 12 14 to to go 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYNOOL CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACIt REFERENCE INFCNATIO 
NSC S-VI S-5 ORBITER IWVSH6 (AGIOD?) 31 JUL TO a 250 REFS 3 2100OX1O 0 FT SQI MSC S-VI 5-5 ORBITER B5WIV316 	 (AGIODS) 31 JUL TO fEFL Z Ir3oaXIO~no IN 
* 4SC S-VI S-S ORBITER WIMSV3H6 	 (A&±01I) 31 JUL TO PEFB I.SO ODQX)O Q FT 
o ssC S-VI S-5 ORITER BSUIVSHS 	 (A1013) 31 JUL TO XIRP 5 349OOX1O. 0 0  FIT LB 
* 	 NoC S-VI S-5 ORBITER BIJIVS&H (AGIC15) 31 JUL TO YMRP 0 O0000XIl+01 
S HC S-VI S-5 ORBITER BIWLV36 (ASso6) 31 JUL 10 ZNRP 5 vooooxoa4 PCT Z20 0  
REFERENCE FILE EX24/6911-314B 	 SCALE $ 875OOXlC PT 
PAGE 15
 












it 	 t 
O 0.4 




-8 -0 -4 -2 a2 6 0 s0 It 14 IG o t 
ANGLE OF 	ATTACK, ALPHA OEGREES
 
SYMBOL CoFcURATIO DESCRIPTION 	 DATA SET DATE HACH REFEREhCE INFORMATION 
0o1
NSC S-V S-1 ORBITER SIWV3IIs CA0GIOO) 31 JUL 70 0.250 REFS 3 81o0oX1o0 0 T $Q 
X HSC S-VI 6-S ORBITER BiWlVJrS (AG1009) 31 JUL 10 REFL £.r?700x10 IN0 0  

* NBC S-Vf S-S ORBITER S1W*VSHS 	 (AC-01ll) 31 JUL T0 REFS I 50000Kt FTiO 
o NBC S-Vf S-5 ORBITER SIMVS (A 013) M JUL TO X4RF 5 34900X10 0 PCT 
y ASC S-V S-5 ORBITER BIWUV3H (A01015) 15I JUL TO YKRP 13 CODDOXIO+D O 
* 	 KSC S-VI S-5 ORBITER SIUIVSHS (A01IS) 31 JUL I0 tURF 5 0000 O01 fCT ZS 
REFCREfICE FILt EX24/6911-3148 SCALE A SFSOOXIa PET 
PAGE 16 
.20 
MSC S-5 ORBITERCO.01875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 














ANGLE OP ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL





HSC S-Vt 3-5 096iTER 6114SV306 
SC S-V S-3 ORBITER BIWIV3HG 
HSC S-VI 6-5 ORBITER 01I V3H6 
ISS:VI 5-50RBSITEP BIWIV3HO 
lC $-vi 6-5 ORBITER DIIV3M 
i 





3t J UL To 
31 JUL TO31 JUL TO 
$1 JUL TO 







I 500DOXID~5 349DOXIO+Do 
a .00 
















ANGLE OFATTACK .ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYMBOL "CafFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE HACH REFERENCE INFO evATION 
. SC S-VIS-'55 0'DITER 8IIV35H CA11O07) 3e JUL ?0 0 250 REPS S t1V00XO 0 VT SQtHSC S-VI-S- ORDITER D2W1VKHC (AD1009) 31 JUL ?0 RepL a rlsooxlt 0 IN 
" "SC S-VI:S-5-Q0;iTER 1U1V3nG (AGI11) 'AS JUL 70 REFS I sOgloOxig FT 
S MSC S-yI.S-5QRGITER SIWIV3HS (A01015) .r1'JUL70 XNeP S.341O10 
1. .00 PCT LO10JPET 0 0 
uSC S-,VI S-5 ORBXTgR ,-2tV5H0 (40I1) 51 JUL PO ZIU1P *S00ax FCT IS 
,IEFERENCE FILE EX24/6911-3148 s 












NBC S-V1 5-5 ORBITER 01 (ArO01 31 JUL TO 0 Rao PEF$S 3210DOX10.0 FT S9 
x NBC S-V1 $-50ORBITEP Fljwl (AGIOCZ) 31 JUL TO REFL 2 rrScoxice.n IN 
* K£C S-VI S- ORBITER SIHO 	 (A02003) 31 JUL TO REFS I 500O0)(IO.D FT 
* 	 "SC S-VI S-5 ORBITER SlIlV3 IAOSO041 31 JUL 70 XmRp 5 549VOX$O+U PCT L9 
Y M VC BIV3H 31 JUL 70 YHRp 0 DouaOXlo+o lS-V -5 ORBSITER (AGIOUS) 
NBC -VI S-50OR ITDR BIWIV3M6 (AG10071 31 JUL TO ZMRP 5 DO0oDoxIo.00 PCT ZD 
SCALE I 87500"1D PCTREFCREtRCE FILE EXZd/6911-314B 
PAGE 19 












ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
CON;FIGURATIO4 DESCRIPTIC4 DATA ST DATE ACH 
H SC S- V Y $-5 OR 3 T R B I (AGI O rl 3 1 JUL TO a 5 0 
"5HC 5-VX --­5 ORBITER BIWI (AGIO0ia I1JUL To 
MSC S-VI 6-30MITER BINS6 CAGO 3) 31 JUL 7, 
HSC 5-Vt S- ORBITER SZWIV3 CA01OW4) 5t JUL TO SC -VI -f ORBI TR SVSNS (A1005) 31,UL 70 
SC $-VI - rORBITER aliWv aH s (AG 10 0) 3 1 JUL T0 
REFERECE FILE EX4/0911-314B0 
REFERECE ZFO%HTIOd 
R E P S a 2 10 D X I O0, F T So 
REPL z rr3OoxIU.+D IN 
IETB t.5G0000." FT 
XHAP 5 34900xJ o. so CT LO 
YHP I 00 0091U.01 
ZHRP 5 DOuoOXOa 
x 
i P T Z S 
PAGE 20 





















o0 - 4 0 12 10a 6 in 4 1_ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYMBOL COHFZIURATON CCSCRIPTOJ DATA SET DATE MACH REFERE'CC ItlFOVIATIOH 
* BC S-Vt 3-5 ORBITER 
BI (AGIQOl) 31 JUL T0 a 250 REFS 3.I000X1o, I FT S$0 o
x NBC S-Vt S-5 ORSITCR BIl (A0101 2) IS JUL II REFL 2 ??300X1O 0O IN" N4C S-V1 5-5 OVS1TER SINS (A02003) 31 JUL 70 REF I 5O000Xti0+ FT 
o HOC S-VI S-5 ORBITER SIWIVi (AG1004) 31 JUL TO XNRP 5 340OXIO+O FTEY flC S-VI S-5 ORBITER SIV3SK (AG2OS5) 31 JUL TO VHRP 0 OO00XIo+0 T 
ZMRP 0MSC S-Vt S-5 ORBITER' BIWIVZHG (AGL10) 31 JUL 70 Oooo .01 T SCALE SO00 PCT ZB 
REFEPEHCE FILE EX241691-314S SCALE I 87500*00 PcT 
PAGE 21 
MSC S-5 ORBITER{O.01875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 

















-to - -0 4 -2 0 2 4 6 0 to iv S4 18 a 
AGLE ,OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFJIURATIOtI DESCRIPTIO14 





SC S-VI S-5 ORBITER 
nsC S-V.I S-5 ORBITER 
msc s-VI 0-5 ORBITER 





(AGIODI) $1 JUL TO 
(AGIO02) 31 JUL 70 
(AGIOO) 52 JUL T0 
AGCO04) A1 JUL 70 




3 2ICD0Xio 0 0 










S-VI £-S ORBITER -SV3G 
S-MI .S- CR8OYER BlIWIy3H6 
xrf c~rNcc FILE XX4t691 2-314B 
(MGIDC)(AGIOC?) 31 JUL 7 31 JUL TO YNRP 'ZIRP 
CALE 
C 00000xI 0 15 o000oXu +1o 





fMSC S-5 ORBITER(O.01875 SCALE) SERIES S-V
 




_~J .04 _ _ __ _ _ 
LI 
0 




SyNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFOJNATICN 
Nsc S-V1 S-50ORBITER 81 (AG1001) 31 JUL TO a 250 REFS 3 21000 O O FT $0 
X SC S-VI S:5 ORUZTER VWI ( GIO0fl 31 JUL To REFL 2.7730OXIO+0O IN
* NBC 6-VZ S-50RB;.TER S H No 003) 3JUL 7 ( REFS 1 500DOXtO FT0




N S C S-V I S -5 O R B T E R 
MSC 5-Vt 6-5 OPOITER 
0 V H 8 
BIWV3H6 
( A G O D5)
f(AGO00) 
3 1 J U L 70 
31 JUL rO 
Y R P 
Z'RPCL 
a o pgo axtO + us 
5*00GXOIT 0 00 PCT XB 
REFERENCE FILE EX2416911-al4flSAEI..X.0 C 
PAGE 23 














-t a 4 1 it1 1 ISG le 2C 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH 
 pEFERENCE INFOIHATION 
NBC S-VI S-50ORBITER VI (AGIGUI) 31 JUL TO 0 250 REPS 3 ticauxi FT0 S

" SC s-VI S-5 ORBITER 91I {AGIDOZ) 1U O F 3O +. F T 
NBC S-91 5-t OPSITER SIMS (AGIO03) ql JUL TO REFS 1 50009"]0 0 1 L
O
04SC S V1 S- ORBITER BIWVS (AGID04) 41 JUL T0 XMRP 5.349DOXID PCTL 
HAS BHVSG( 7-V JUL TO
O 1~0ET ZMN P 5 00010X1O oD FCT 11 
R& ERENCE FILE EX24169IS-314B A E 8 O XI,:I PC 
PAGE 24 















o -.0 - 0 - 4 - 2 a_ _ _ _ _ l e 14 1 _ so t o a0_ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE 14ACI: REFERENCE INFONMATIOtN 
* PIC S-VT 3-5 O IITER Bl (AGIO001) 31 JUL T O a 25 REFS 3 aloaOioI FTS 
* NSC S-VI S-5 OR13TER BIWI (AG1002) 31 JUL TO REFL 2 rr3GQXlIoo' 1w 
* $c S-VI S-V ORBITER SING (A010031 51 JUL TO REF I sonnxo~l FT 
0 PIC S-VI S-5 ORSITEP BIWIV3 (A01004) 31 JUL TO XMRP 5 349COX10,0 Pr L 
y MSC S-VI S-5 ORBITER SlYS16 (AG10DS) 31 JUL TO YMRP a 0000axio o
* HSC S-VI S-5 ORBITER BlUV3H6 (A&$O0?} 31 JUL 70 ... P . ....... .. PCT ZS
 
I ...0 cxo FCTREERNC FLEEX4191-34BSCALE 

PAGE 25 
MSC S-5 ORBITER(O.01875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 
.65 
















-a -a - - 4 - 0 2 4 6 0 10 12 14 to 2is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CCNFIGPVATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFEREICE INFORNATION

* "Sc s-VI S-5 ORBITER tI (AGIQOl) 31 JUL To 0 e$0 REFS 3 aloDOXO 0 FT so x s-vt VcS-S ORBITER $1W1 (A01002) 31 JUL 70 REFL 2 7701 0Do IN
o NBC S-VI A-5 ORBITER IH6 (A01103) 31 JUL 70 REFS 1 50O0OXio FT 
o MSC S-VT 5-5 ORBITER SIWIVS (A01004) 31 JUL 70 XNRP S 34500X20+0 PCT LI0 0  
S sC S-VI S-5 ORBITER DIV3H6 (A01005) 31 JUL 7 ONRP 0 GOooxIO+
 
9 MsC s-vi S-S ORBITER PhlIV3H4 (AG100?) 31 JUL 70 ZHR? 5 +0 1  
00O0X1* PCI Z' 
REFERENCE FILE EX4/6911-314B SCALE I SDoOi5 00 PeT 
PAGE 26 







4 2 	 4 8 0 le 14 to AD go 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYMBSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE "ACH RCFERCNCC INFONATIOU
 
HSC S-VI S-5 DRUMTER Bl (AGIO01) 31 JUL TO 0 250 REFS 3 21000xio0ou FT so
0 

x MSC S-VI S-5 ORB.-TE, 8,W1 	 (AG1002) 31 JUL TO REFL 2 Ff3Doxlo0 I
o 0

K SC S-VI SIS ORBITER BIHO (AGIC03) 31 JUL To REFB I so 00o xi o FT
 




* "sc S -V I - 5 ORB ITER siv aR G 	 (A G1O 0) 3 1 UL T O YHR F O D o oT00 I LBc
 
* 	 N$c S-VI 5-5 ORBITER DXIV3HS (AGODO?} 32 JUL TO Z'R 50B oX; PC, z 




,,SC S-5 ORBITER(O.01875 SCALE) SERIES S-V[ 
 -rr-r 













-0.04 il e It 14 to is to 
-0 -o0 -0 - 4 -2£ 0 a 4 6 5 10 12 14 tO IS 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CONFLGURATIOfl DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE HACH REFKRENC INFOJATIO 
H$C S-VI S-5 CPBITER BIWIV3HS (AGIO25) 51 JUL 70 0 250 REFS 3 tIOOXIO4 0 ' FT So X MSC S-VT S-5 'BITER BIWIV3"n (AGIO07) 51 JUL 70 REFL 2 Tt500X1Lt 
a msC S-VI S-5 ORBITER SIWIV3"n (AG1026) 31 JUL 7G 	 REFE I 5F00QX1O, 0 T 
XKRP 5 54900X201 PT L 
YNPP 00DOOOX$LB 
ZNRP 5 0o000xua . pCT Z0 
SCALE I S?50PXIDO PeTREFERENCE FILT EX24/6911-3148 
PAGE 28 






0 10 - -
ED 
z 
10 -8__ -a__ -4__ -2 a a 10 l 1 i o I 
w1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE: RACO REFERENCE INFOINATION 
NSC S-VI S-S ORSITEP DIWIV3H6 (AGIG25) 31 JUL TO a 250 REFS 3 eluoOOxle.,I FT 50
 
o -
I NBC -VI S-5 ORBITER SIWIV3H6 (AGIOGY) 31 JUL 70 REFL Z rmouxic n IN 
aG NBC 6-VI S-5 ORBITER Bl lV3"6 (ASIDES) 31 JUL I'D" REFS 1 301111010.01 FTD 

XMRF I 34900XI-0+ FcT LS 
yURP . coccoUxia 
ZmRP , " 0X0B PCT 70 
REFERENCE FIUE EX24/6911-3148 SCALE I St[oOONI PCT 
PAGE 29 
_______ 

















1Q -4C '0 -2 2 .4 Sto1 IV '14 10 1to * 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
SyBOL CONVFIGURATON DESCRIPTION DPTA SET DATE MACH REFERENCC INFOATXON 
* "SC S-Vt S-5 ORBITER SIiV3NS (AGI025) 31 JUL 7 0 250 REFS 3 8IOO3XI, 0 FT SQ0X NSC S VX S-5 ORBITER BhtIVSNS (AC01O7) 31 JUL 70 REL 2 7750OX108+ IN09 NSC S-VI S-S ORBITER BW±VSH6 (AGO6) 31 JUL 70 REFS I SOO0,X1 0 1  FT 8XNRP 5.34S00X$0+ PCT LBt 
YHRP D OOOOXIO0gg 
.ZNRP S .0..XI0 P T Z 
REFERENCE FILE EX2416911-3140 SCALE 1 .OSOGXIO PT00T 
PAGE 30
 















la -a -a 4 -2 0 a 4 a 0 10 1 14 L6 10 0 




MSC S-VI S-5 ORBITER BIWJV3H6 
N4C S-VI S-5 ORBITER IIWIV3H6 
NSC 5-VI S-5 ORatTEP BIWlV3H6 






31 JUL 10 
31 JUL 70 




REFS 3 210O0XI,QQ FT SO 
REFL 2 ?1300XIO 0 IN 
REFS 1 5000OX10. 0 1  FT 
XMRP 5 S4 9 0 0 X±O.,0 eCT LB 
YHRP 0 000ODX10* 0 1 
ZHRP S Do0DoXIO, 00  PCT ZBSCALE 1. $TSO  DOPe
PAGE 31 













MC S-VI T-iG BITEP BjWIV3HS 
MSC S-VI S-5 ppel-'E Dt $V3H6 
wAG 
ANGLE10F ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
DATA SET DAE MAC" 
(AC,1025) 31 JUL 70 0 260 




REFS 3 2100OXID-' 1 FT SQ 
REFL . ........ Do IN 
Z.00 I oaa0 PCT Za 
PCT 
PAG 3 




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION 
"SC S-V1S-5 ORBITER BlWIV3M6 
I SC S-VI S-50ORDrTEq BIWIV3HC 
















PEFS 3 pigaox$v.00FT S 
RFFL Z F30OXID Oc I 
PEF8 I SDODOXIODD FT 
RF 5 34goox2o+.0 PCT L8 
Y"Rp 0 Ouvanxia.01ZF-P I 0O O XO .0 0 P C T Z B 
REFERENCE FILE ZX2416921-3140 CL asas C 
PAGE 33 









IV -6t0 4 -2 a0 4 6 S go 12 
ANGLE ,OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYmBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH 
SM$C 1-VI MEOBITR BIWgVSHU (A125) 41 JUL tO 0 250 
X RE ,S-VI S-S 'ORBITER ADWlV3fl (A-CDTO) 51 JUL T0 
8 HSc S-wt S-5 ORBITER BIWIVH (AG1O2G) 31 JUL TO 
REFERENCE FILE EX24,9&fl-3148 
24 10 go 2. 
REFERCCE INFOSIATIO 
REFS 3 ao xiOoXO,0 FT Be 
REFL Z ?t3OOX10,-- I7 
REPO 50O 1O0f O0 
XNRP 4S 3490CXSO. O YE-T LE 
YHRP .0 OCODOXID.O 
ZHRP -S VDOOO0KIo PEY 21 
SCALE t SSOXIDo PeT 
PAGE 34 

















-- - - - ­






- - -4 -2 a 9! 4 a a 10 I2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
CONFIGURATIOH DESCRIFTION DATA SET DATE MACH 
SC S-V S-5 ORBITER SWIM S tASIDZS) 31 JUL 70 0 250 
.ISCS-Vt S-5 ORBITER BIWIVIHE (AGIOOT) 31 JUL TO 
NSC S-VI 3-5 ORBITER BIIV3HS (AG1OZ) 31 JUL TO 
REFEpENCE FILE EX41O911-014D 
14 1 O L 
REFERENCE INFO% jTION 
REFS 5 eIoOXIO, 0 0  FT SO 
REFL 2 7T50OXI0 0 I 
REFS I 50001OX0, , FT 
XMR $5349DOX10,0 PCT LB 
YIRP a 0000ox01+ 
ZHRP 5 ovOOOX 0 0 VCT Z0 
SCALE I VTSCOX10 PCT 
PAGE 35 





_I _ _ _ 
!10 6 -4 - a 2 4 6 	 a 10 12 14 to AS me 
ANGLE OF A-TACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CONFICURATION "DESCRIPTION (IATA SET VATE BACH REFERENCE INF'jMATIOp 
5- 0lg.-.. 'S V'"" AGIDZS1 ZI JUL TO0 250 REFS 3 ZIO00OX1ITE FT 




IS 'CS-VI ORBIlER 'BIWM36 	 CAOGZ6) 1BI TO 1 SQOOXIO
S-5 UL 	 REF8 U 
YNPP Z.,k490OX000 PCT LB 
¥NRP 0 DO00OO 
O D 
* CTI 
REFERENCE FILE EX2416911-314B 	 SCALE I arsaoxia.00 FCT 
PAGE 36 
_ _ 
_ _ _ _ 
MSC S-5 ORBITER(O.01875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 





____ -- /__ 
Lu 
LL I0o 
_ _ _ - _ _ _ . --










10- -O -4 -2 0 2 G a in1 12 14 1s to t0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA OEGREES
 
SYHSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFOQJATION 
HC s-vi S-5 ORBITER BIWIV3SS CAGIO07) 31 JUL TO 0 250 REFS S 1OOOXIOB, FT SQ 
x nSC S-Vf S-5 ORBITER 61WV3M6 (AGI020) 31 JUL 70 SEPL 2 ?T3OOX±P+,0 IN0S NSC 5-VI S-5 OPBITER BIWIVSH (AG1024) 31 JUL TO 	 REVS 1 5000O0*1001 rT 
XNRP 5 349DOXID- PEC LB 
o on YNRP 0 00000o3 0 
ZHRP 1 00000X1011 PCT 25 
REFERENCE FILE EX94/6911-3148 	 $CALE I SYS ox PCT 
PAGE 37 
















-a 0 ~.4 -2 ~ 4 0 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
CONFIGARATIOf DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH 
nsC S-YV S-5 RDITEF BSAUIV3H6 AAGO0?) 31 JULO 0 
NBC S-VI S-5 08XTP Blwy3HO IOO 32 p O 
,c ns -ns-RETE IUYSO(AG1O2O) 31 )jJL 10MS S-VI S-9 ORBITER SIAV36 AGA1024) 31 JUL TO 
*EVERZIE FILE £X24"11-5j41 
is IS1 
REFrRENCE IHFORJATION 
-50RES 5.BIOOXI0 0 PT SQ 
, cFa ox$i c 
RaFt 2 T xtSoXI0 0  ;NREFO I 1ODOX1O, 0 , FTXNRP a 54900X10D PgCT LO 
YI4RP 0 0000xio 
ZNRP D,0009 PCT ZS 
SCALE BslbooP PCT 
PAGE 38 
MSC S-5 ORBITER(0.0875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 
.05 -	 -,_______-_ 
.45 	
___ 











ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES'
 
SYMBOL 	 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFOSMATION 
C SB -VI a-5 ORBITER BlWIV3H6 (AGIOUT) 31 JUL 70 0 2so REFS 3 Z1000)(10.0 FT TO
-1- - - - 0 2A 0 5 0 ! 1 8014 0 *0T 
I l:C S-VI S-5 DR13ITER S'WIV3N6 (AaI020] 31 JUL TO REFL z rlacluxto.. IN 
a Mac S-VI S-3 OROITER" 811,1V0e CAG 1 04) 31 JUL TO REFS I $000OX10,0 FT 
XNRP 5 34900XID+,, PCT LB 
Y m,R a o voc oXI O + 001P 

ZMRP " ....... PCT Z8
 
RSrCRNCE 	FILE TAD24S6E TA-3T,1 SCTE I4EC A
 
PAGE 39 






IOUO4 qru 31JUTOREDI OO_. F 
-.va 
" "'" + "ANGLt F kTTAQK ,.,,+, ALPHA DEGREES_ It 
+ -+ DUT; SET DATE "' IA 
SyKSCOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MAH REFEREN CE tINFORMATION 
* , sHS-DVI S5s5 OLTP£ 81M va"5 {AGDGOT) l JUItI- O a 230 REFS' .2Ga10ln FT Se 
* "c C -, S-5 OO0 XDTENR 1141113,16 AC,102a) 31 JUL TO REFL Z+77300x$o 00 
VAX, m+, S 34oo.1o+ PCT LS 
SZP p-.aboau.10t • PCT a 
REFERENCE FILE EX2416911-S14B SCAL MOMOI , PC 
PAGE 40 
o: 















-1a a 4 a a 4 6 a to 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE hACH 
NBC S-VI S-V ORBITER BIWIVJH6 (AGIQDY) 31 JUL TO a 250 
MC S- O-5RBITER SINIV3HS (A 2020} 31 JUL TO 
MSC S-VI -5 ORBITER S1W1Va86 (AGIPO4) 31 JUL T0 
REFERENCE FILE EX241691I-314B 
IS so a to 
REFERENCE INFN.ATION 
REFS 5 aR1a00 0 0 FT S 
REFL 9 7r3QDXlO., a ITN 
REFS I 50000X10o FT 
XMRP 5 o4900sD .ot FCT LBYNRP 0 OOOGOXIO, 0 
ZMRP 5 O..OXI,0 . PC? ZB 
SCALE I ? ...ID-0 PCT 
PAGE 41 














4 	 I I Relae au -0 	 g ; 14 to IS' eo 
KNGLF bF ATT'ACK, ALPHA DOEGREES
 
SYMBOL CW FIOURA 10M DIESC;RIPTION 	 DATA SET DA'TE HACH REFERENCE: IN FOP.M^TION 
-
Mac S-V[ ";- "BITERl SW I 3HO' A/GIODT) 31{ JUJL 70 0 250 RIEFS 3 2100GOXIO . I FT $a.
o0  

* MSC¢ S-V; S-S ORBITER BIWIV]3HG (/AGIOZO) 31 JUL TO] 	 REFL a r?T30XlO G INO 

* 	 HSC -vi S- ;-ORSITER eita2v3H6 (AG-10241 31 JUL TO VFS 1 300c }o +O TY 
XgRP 3 3490DD 1 PT LB 
¥ " R P ' 0. V O 
 x Q *g
 
ZNRF; OOX PTC ZB
0
 
SCA"E 3/673OX1-*0INEFEftE*CE FILE 	 4"C 
PAGE 4 2 
MSC S-5 ORBITER(O:01875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 







-08to -e -6 -4 -2 0 le 4 0 6 10 3 a 14 to so no 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE IFORHJATION 
SC S-VI S-S ORBITER BIWIV3HG (AG-lOT) 31 JUL 70 0 230 REFS 3 t±OoXIOG0 rT sX NSC S-VI S-S ORBITER BlVIV3SG (AGI020) 31 JUL 70 REFL ?r3DXlG,,0 IN 
a NSC S-VI S-S RBITER BIWIVS3S (A01024) 3 JUL 70 REFD I SOODOOXIO+ FT 
XNRP 5 349OX10+0 PCT LB 
yHRP 0 OOOOOXI+Q TSCAP I SYOON200 PCT 28 
REFERENCE FILE EX24/691S-314B SCA3LE 1 7 C0XI O PCT
 
PAGE 43 
MSC S-5 §RBITER(O001875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 
.40 















"OC S-VI 5-6 ORBITER 01WIV314 
N C S-VI 5-50ORBITER BIWIV336 






31 JUL TO 
31 JUL TO 




REFS 3 21O0OXia,' FT so 
RFFL P*.TT3OX10,+ IN 
REPS 1 5anaoxio c FT 
XHR p 5 14500DXI0+co PCT Le 
REFERENCE FILE EX241491-5140 
NARP 
SCALE 
3 CollI O2O 




HSC S-5 ORBITER(O.01875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 
U-.. 





-so 1- 1 -c l -c I- it C I t I 4 0~ 0 1 50 l12 I ,ISI. ,
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYnBOL CONFIURATI0E DESCRIPTION 
 DATA SET DATE NACH REFERENCE INFONATION
 
* MSC S-V S-5 ORBITER BIWIVBHE (AGIOOT) 31 JUL O a 250 REFS 3 210O0X1o, FT So
 
* NBC S-VI S-5 ORBITER S1WIV3H6 (ArIO2O) 31 JUL II REFL 2 F730OXIO. IN
 
o NS VS-l CRBITER 81W1y5N0 (AGI0ZA) 31 JUL ?RErs I5OOOX1O0,1 FT 
XNRP 5.54S0:X10,O
 PET LB 
YNPP 0 OO S 0 
ZHRP s O0000,a 0 0 *cT i 
REFERENCE FlE EX24/6911-3140 SCALE 1 SS00 I ET 
PAGE 45 
___ 















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
SyHDOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERE6CE INFOSMATION 
"Sc S-VI 5-50ORBITER BIOS CAG1003) 31 JUL 70 a zoo REFS 3.21000.-ID. 1 TS
-10-4 -8 -0 0 2 0 1ALE1 5 14 ] 	 0 *0T* SC S-VI S-5 OBITER BIH O 	 A r1017} 3 1 REFL £ 7 3 c0x ia0 o NUL 7 0 	 I0
O n

* 	 IsC S-VI $-Sf ORBITER' SINS (AGID21) 31 JUL TO REFS I 50O0O rT 
-0.0 XHP53496OXIC0ol FCT LO
 
zm P $000010ai FCT ZB
 
RXFIR'C FLE EX04/1911-3148 	 70 E 2 T?5oVXt o, jN 
PAGE 46 
I 










- ___ R X____ 
-j 
_.0Dox I'.l p + . 
R0 IN 
SEALE-01C L7BXI 
a.FCREdCC FILE EX.4VX--5I4D 
PAGE 47 
MSC S-5 ORBITERCO.01875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 




















MSC 9-VI S-5ORBITTER SINS 
sHSSV1 S-50ORBITER SINS 






31 JUL 70 
31 JUL 70 




REFS 3 210 00 I T so 
REFL 2 ?YS00DXI0 IN 
pEFD 1 5000020.0 FT 
XMRP 5 04000Y!0 0 fCT LS 
Z O0... oxID. 
0 1 
FCT ZS 
REFERENICE FILE EX2416911-314 CL IOSOIO C 
PAGE 48 











ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOLL!C CONFIOURATI(S, DESCRIPTIONS-VI S-5 ORBITER SINS DATA SET (A0103) 31 DATEJUL 10 MACHa 250 REFERENCEREFS a 2 INFOtNATION_oooxlo_ F7 So 






(AS1017)(Ar,1021} SI l JUL 70 JUL TO REFL V1773cox10 RE.9500X0 
XNRP 5 34900" 0.00 
yNRP 0 0O00091O.0 





REFERENCE FILE EX9416911-324B CL . .0,C 
PAGE 49 







z ___ _ a a a toi_ o o S 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES
 
M C H R EFMP EtC EI N F6% ' A TIO NAT A S E T AT r 
S Y M O L C ONF I G U R A TI ON D S CI PT O N R F S 3 210DO x io F ¥-AG O 0 W) 3 1 J O E T 0 5 0 O
NC S - VI 5 - 5 R IT MR B IH S 
1OXT ) 3 1 JL 0 , REFL 2 T30 oxia+ INAG 
(AGIOZ) 31 JUL T OUS S-
VI 6_ ORBITER Ol"O 
RFB 1, Sooo00^ "* F f 
a Psc S-VI -5 ORBITR BIRO XUR4 3 39DOX_0+ OCT LS 
YHRP 6 oaccoxo.G
 
Z"Rv $ 00aoooM.o+ PdT ze 
SCALE f Ss ox a O CT
 





















-. 23 _ _ _5 _ ___ 
-iO - 0 -6 - 4 - 2 0O 10 12 14 16 10 flU 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
HSC S-VI S-5 ORSITEP BINS (AGIDO3S 31 JUL 7C 0 250 REFS 3 21000XI100 /'n FT SQ 
x S S-V 5-5 OR ITER S51H (AOI17) 31 JUL TO RE L 2 T7500Xf 0 "il 
O NBC S-VX S-1-ORBITER 81H6 (AOGI21) 31 JUL TO REFS I 50OOXIO*Q FTO
XHRP 5 34900X10 0 PCT La 
YHRP 0 .O.OXIC+0 1  ZNRP . .. OOXIO PT ZB5CALI 8 O0 PC T 
REFERENCE FILE EX24/69±1-3140 SCALE . a tO... FCT 
PAGE 51 










0A.AC, ANGE APHADEGEE 
-10 - -c -4 -Z 0 E 4' a a 10 12 14 10 to *0T 
ANGLE OF ATTlACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SY6Q. COMFIGtRAflrfl DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE HACH REFEREI'CE IFO1HATION 
X 
MSG S-VI S5-'RQITER 
MSC S-VI S-5 0RITER 







31, 4UL TO 
3U 4LJL TO 
3 2 "UL 7O 







??PSOOA 0 0I SOOXiO. 01  
0 34000Xf0O 0 







REfgREM$C FILC EX#414913-3146 SCAt At.87500Xi0 PeT 
PAGE 52 
MSC S-5 ORBITER O.01875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI 
* to llr in ll 7fl1 1 1r rrr lflT rrr f{ i l Il i 
.45 
.4 




.30 _ _ _ - _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 
C-,0 
-4 -2 0 a 4 a IQ is 1406 to 




"5C SVI 3-5 ORBITER BINS 
MSC 5 VL S-50ORBITER BINS 






31 JUL TO 
31 JUL 70 




REFS a ZIODOX1031 FT 5Q 
REFL 2 773DOX1go-un IN 
REFS 1 5000OXIO+,, FT 
XHRP 3 349OXIO+ PCT LE 
IMRP 0 00a0OX10*00 
,NORP ..OOOXID* PCT Z8 
REFERENCE FILE EX2416211-3148 CL ?0Xo C 
PAGE 53 
MSC S-5 6RBITER(tD1875 SCALE) SERIES S41 
- a 41 1 
_ REF_DOI0 I_ FT 
o a- 10 14 is le 0 
ANGLE 13F ATTACK , ALPHA DEGREES
 
SyMPOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET PATE MACH REFERENCE INFOHATION 
mo $-Vl 0-5 COITER efif (A900=)3i as im o 0 250 REFS 3 eloouxiUG FTS 
31 01. ro REFL Z. tt300XIo FTMac S-VI g;-5 PROITER 13q MA1017) o n 




"RPe 3 349COXIo.o 
NAP 0 000D00XZO
 
z~p s .ooo PCT ZO 
REFfqapr FILE EX,?416911-314B SpALe t ....... - PCT 
PAGE 54 



















%a -a -0 .4 - 0 4 6 a so it 14 1a to 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SyHOGl. CORFIQURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE UACH REFERENCE IFOgATION 
x 
MSC S-VI 5-5 O0ITER 
NsC S-Vr S-5 OPSITER 







31 JUL IS 
31 JUL TO 
















REFERENCE FILE EXR4/ I1-3143 SCALE I o1s.0..1o PCI 
PAGE 55 















c, o - -4 -£ - -
_0__1 G 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE HACH REFERENCE INFOMATIOM 
NBC S-VI S,5 ORBITER DIV3H6 (AG1005) 31 JUL TO0 e5a REFS 3 210DOXID I FT So 
x NC S-VI S-5 ORBITER SIV3HG (AGIC193 31 JUL TO REFL 2.7?300XZO+ Q I 







YRP a DDocoaXlo*as 
zMP .oOOox,,* 11 PcT 
REFERENCE FILE EX2416911-3148 SCALE 1 8?500xlDo* PIT 
PAGE 56 
MSC S-5 ORDITE O0.01875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 










0-2 0 a 4 0 1so 14 j1 so go 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYMBOL COfFIGURUTIO91 DESCPIPTION DATA SET DATE HACH REFERENCE INVFOWATION 
"SC S-Vl S-5 ORSITEP B6V31Ha CAOi05) 31 JUL TO 0.9$0 REFS 3*.100OX10 VT SO 
I "SC 5-v S-5 ORBITER BIV3H$ (AGI1D0 31 JUL TO REFL 2 T S00X10,- 0 IN 
IS SC S-Vi S-5 ORBITER BsVsie (AG1023) 31 JUL 70 REFB I socoOXIO, 0 1  FT 




ZIRP 5 OOOOX0 4 0  PET ZB
 




SCALE I 11SOXIO PCT
 
PAGE 57 
MSC S-5 RBITER(00.875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 
.10 _T _ T _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
.09 











a 4 - ' 
CONFI&URATION DESCRIPTION 
HC S-Vf $-S ORBITER BIVZH6 
IAINBC S-VI S:$ ORBITER SIV3H6 
NC S-VI S- ORBITER BIV3H8 
REFRENCE FILE 
0 R 4 6 a 10 in 
,ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
DATA SET DATE MACH 
AGIODS) 31 JUL ?0 a 250 
3 JU 0REFLAlO9) ORED 
{AS 23) 3 JUL 7o 
EX24/8911-31LP 
14 is so to 
REFERENCE INFOPHATION 
REFS 3 IglooXlOD F Tas 2 7?300XIO £01. INI$ODX 
EF I 500DOX10.01 FT 
5CCT LD 
YURP 0 ODOBX10+01 
ZMRP 5lcBooxi Be 1 PCT Z8 
PAGE 58 












SYMBOL CONFIOURATIO4 DESCRIPTION 
"SC S-VI 5-90 RDITEp DIV306 
S H S-VI S $ ORBITER V3HG 
MS -VI 5-5 ORBITER BiV3HO0 BCS 
REFERENCE FILE 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
DATA SET DATE 0 HACH 
5A0) al JUL 70 0 ESO 
(A 1019) 31 JUL TO 
(AGIM ) 31 JUL TO 
EX2416011-3145 
pEFFRENCE INFOINATION 
Refs 3 220OUOX101 FT se 
REL Zp?30aXlv;v- IN 
x EFS A 5000OX10.O FT 
RP 5 34gDOX1o.00 PCT LB 
Y RP .ODc x lo~ al 
VIRF 6 00000XSB+ a PCT ZO 
SCALE I 8?$BO0XOO PCT 
PAGE 59 
MSC S-5 aRBITFR0.01875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 
.u 0 
-rrr -i-r j 
°u_
 









CRR -- 1 
vocux.Il 






nsc s-yr s-h ORBITER BlV nG 
HSC S-VS S-50ORBIi-ER RIVSHG 
HSC S-VS S-5 ORbITER 61V5M8 
R F P ECE FiLE 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA 
DTA ST DATE(AGIOOS) 3± JUL 10 
(AGIOIO) 31 JUL TO 




R rERECP INFVRIATIONR rS 5 2l00OXI0@0 FT e 
REFL 2 ?r~oOXSo,-- ZN 
REVS ± 




XIIRP 5 34900fl0,+0 PCI LB 
YMRP 0 OO0X$0,0 1 
ZHRP 5 00000X*O+0 PET 20 
SCALE I 8750010 O@ PCI 
PAGE 80 











ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES 














0 g REFS 
REFS 







REFERENCE FILE EX24/09(1-3140 
























s*o - 6 - 4 a 2 4 6 a to ig 14 to so 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION D SCRIPTIONS-V S-5ORBITER SIV3M6 DATA SET(AGIO5) 31 DATEJUL 70 MACH0 250 REFERENCE INFOIATIONEFS 3 ZIDOXIO 1 FT S 
x 2C $-Vl S-5ORBITERS HSC -V -5 ORBITER Stv3ff:1,3H (AGOg 31 JUL ?01ALO33JU  703FT REFLR£FB 2I rrsooxic --S0O~oX Ocu IN 
"RPy.Rp $ 3490aXIV~ul0 0DOXIOa PCT LS 
REFERENCE FILE EX9410911-3148 






MSC b-5 ORBITFRO 01875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 











MSC S-VI 5-3 ORBTER DlV3H6 
15C s-VI S-5 ORBITER DIV5H6S-VI S-5 OBITER 1IVSHG 
REFERENCE FILE 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
DATA SET DATE MACH 
(AGIC05) 31 JUL To 0 950 
(A 101O) 31 JUL TO{AG2023) 31 JUL TO 
EX2418911-314B 
RET-ERENCE INF'!OmIATION 
REFS 3 910COXIO ; TS 
BEFL 2 TY30OX10*+" INREFS I s00oxio+_ FT 
XHRF 5 349DOXI0 0 o PCT LO 
YHR P 0 o o D OX l v ol 
ZMPP 5 00000XIO+ 0 FCT Z& 
SAE38SDl C 
PAGE 63 
ISC 5-50RBITER(O.0B75 SCALE) SERIES S-VI	 rr'0.0 IT rr VTTi lflf rT-r lflf -e-r--r rrr -rrT­
1.0 
1-.4 	






w 0 a. 	 . . . . . 
so a1 a 4 a a a 4 6 0 10 it le14 so to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
SyPSOL CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION 
 DATA SET DATE MACH 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
NBC S-VI 5:5RBITER BINS (AGIC11) 31 a 25D 3 2100OXIO IJUL TO 	 REFS FT 59
x SC -VI 5 RBITER 81WIH6 
 (A01016) 
 31 JUL 70 REFL 2 r300XLQDo+* USC S-VI S-5 ORBITER BIVSHS 	 IN(AG1019) 31 JUL TO 
 REFS I 500DOXID.01 F* SC S-Vr S-5 ORBITER SIWlV3HS (AG6120) 31 
JULl TO 	 XNAP 3 34900xlo PCT LO 
yH P a cooOOO I/O 0ZNRP , 000XlO 1.'1 P ZB
REFERENCE FILE EX2416911-3145 
 SCALE 1 85 00X1D 0 OO PT 
PAGE 64 












ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CONFIOUPATIOV DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFEREINCE INFORMNATION 
Hoc $-VI S-5 ORBITER Sit's (AGLO?) 31 JUL 70 a 250 REFS 3 2100OXID ' FT 59 
* NBC S-VI S-5 ORBITER S WIMS (AG1018) 31 JUL TO REFL rpsa3oxia+G O IN* MSC S-VI S-5 ORBITER DIV3HO (Ao1019) 3; JUL ra pEFB I Souoxia.as FT 
* 1SC S-VI S-5 ORBITER BIVS (AOIQZO) 31 JUL TO XMRP 5 349D0XIO.+D PCT LS
YZRP . 0000axic+O_ 
SCAll I . 111O1110.0 ICT Z 
REFER~tnce FILE EX24/651-3248 C eiB C 
PAGE 65 
MSC S-5 ORBITER(Oo 1875 SCALE] SERIES S-VI
 
>- .3S- - - -









_ I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ t I ~ i i i i . , 
.10 - - _-4 _4 6 8 0__1 6 l
 
Lj­
-6 s . -4 -2 0 2 4 0 8 10 12 14 10 to * 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
85HOL CONFIOURATION ESCRIPTION 
 DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFOHATION
* sC S-VI 5-5 ORBITER DING (Ao1air) 31 JUL 70 0 250 REFS 3 20oxo1 0 FT SX fSC s-fl S-S ORBITER WING (AG1015) 31 JUL 70 REFL 2 rn300XD+- INo 1SC S-YI S-5 ORBITER 51V5H0 (AG1019) 31 JUL fO REFS I 50000XI0,0 VTo fsc S-TI S-5 ORBITER aIWIVSNS (A1020) 32 JUL to 1XIRP 5 34900XS0 D PCT LB 
hRP 0 O0000XIO,ZHRP 5 O0OO0X10 000 1 pCT :5i 
REFERENCE FILE EX2416911-314B SCALE S Xi. 0 ICT
 
PAGE GG 
MSC-5 ORBLTR(O.01875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 








Itg RTR IRH __ _V1__ _A____ _F_3DXO-- 1 U 

O
S - f l 
___ _e Z
 





















o a 1 4 -2 4 6 8 10 it 14 to to to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACM REFERENCE INFOSMATION 
NBC S-VI 3-50ORBITER BING (AG1017) 42 JUL TO a 250 REFS 3 21000XID+_ FT So 
X 
Q 
N C s-VI 
':C -VI 
C S-VI 









It JUL To 
41 JUL rO 





.002r oo l + -
I $oc0axio.G 
5 549DOX10.0 
G oooO xto; 
O 





REFERENCE FILE EXZ4/6911-3148 SCALE I 75DX10 O0PCT 
PAGE 68 











W 0O ______O D pc 
-­ 0n 4 a 0 2 4 6 a 0 14 2e is 20 





NBC S-VI S-5 ORBITER VtH6 
NBC S-VI S-5 ORBITER BlH1NBC S-VI B-5 ORS TER 8 V3H: 
USC S-VI S-5 ORBITER BIllV3HO 
REFERENlCE FILC 992410911-3140 
DATA SET 
(A02021) 
(AD I (ti)(AGI019) 
CA01OZO) 
DATE 
31 JUL 70 
31. JUL To 
, I JUL TO 




REPS a 210O00 G.; FT $Q 
REFL 2 7130OXIC.Do INl 
pEFS I SDODDOX10. FT 
XMRP $.340ODXIC. 0 0 PCT LS 
YRP 0.0000XI. 0 1 TZZ RP 5 000 OX 1O 
0 1 
0 PC T Z 
CL t0BO C 
PAGE 69 












-to -G -6 -4 -2 0 4 6 0 1
Z 10 14 1 10 to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFOIATION
 
* BC S-VI5 -5 ORBITER RIMS (AGIGIT) 31 JUL 70 0 250 REFS 3 a1000X0 T- S
 
x IsC S-VI 5-5 ORBITER DIWIH6 (AGSIIS) 31 JUL 70 REFL R ?r SODXID.Q IN
" NSC S-VI S-5 ORBITER BIV3HG CAGIOS) 3t JUL to REPO I 50000ox500 FT
 




ZNRP 5 000o0xl10Go FCT 25
 
REFERENCE FILE EX24)60S1-3146 SCALE I 6ISoXOc FCT
 
PAGE 70 
MSC S-5 ORBTTR(O,01875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 










ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYMBOL 
€ONFIGURATIO4 DESCRIFTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFORMATIONO O  

HSC S-VI S5-5ORBITER BINS (AGIOIT) 31 JUL 70 0 250 REFS 3.210130 FT So 
x "SC S-Vl S-5 ORB. TER 6 IlHG MIDI8 31 JUL TO REFL 2 YT30OX1O+.00 IN 
" NBC S-VI S-5 ORBITER SlvaHa (A010:) 31, J UL TO REFS I 500D00 FT
" NC S-VI 5-5 OpSITER BlwlV3H6 (AG1020) 31 JUL TO XNRP 5 3490OX10+00 PCT LO 
0YHRF 0.00000X as
 
z , I I OOXO "+ Z 




MSC S-5 ORBITEP(O.C1875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 
4o *rr - rr rii ­ rr -rr rrr rr- -r-rr 
< 
j 
o4 4 a 8 It It 14 If is eD 






N$C SVI S-5 OPBITER DING 
ISC S-VI S-5 ORBITER BIWIHS 
NBC S-VI S-50ORBITER DIV3H6 







31 JUL 70 
3t JUL 10 
31 JUL TO 
31 JUL 10 
MACH 
a 250 
R REFERENCC INFO%_MATZON 
EF$ S.&IDOOXIO..' FT SQ 
REFL 9 F730OXIO.Do IR 
REFS I 5SODCOXID. FT 
XHRF 5 349DOXIO.+- PCTL 
REFERENCE FILE EX9416911-3140 
NaRp 5 ..... I - o l 




MSC 5-5 ORBITER(O.01875 SCALE] SERIES S-VI
 






















-so -c -o 4 -0 4 ai a 10 se 14 la IN cc 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFORNMATIOH

* NSC S-VI 5-5 ORBITER BINS (ASID21) 31 JUL TO0 25 RSEFS 5 BIGGDXIO.B F SNBMC S-VI S-5 0 BITER BIWIH6 WAIDER) 32 JUL TO, REPL £73 B.~ 
S $-VI S-50RBITER DIVING (AG102S} 31 JUL TO REFB I 5SOO 01 F 
sCS-VI S-5 OBIIR B±JSVSH (A1024) 3t JUL 70 XMPi 5 34000XI0.c PET L 
YIRP 0 COOOOXI PC0 1 

ZURP S OOOOOXIO PET 72
 





MSC S-5 ORBITFR(0.01875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 
1.0 IIi___il i ii 




___i l l 
IC 










MSC S-VI S-5 ORBITER slyXm {AG1025J 31 JIM- TO REFS I sccoi0X0 FT S 
HS-Z - BX I 36NBH ilS- (AX2J g
C s- ORB TR 3 0RF
I IVH 1 XO+0O~ F{A t024) 3 1 UL kO YNR P O
ZD5MR? 0000"00__. O *4DX"aO+P T ZS 
REFERENCE PiLE EXi4/6911-ilB SCALE I 8rl00xi0 0 PCT 
PAGE 74 











so - 4 a 0 to 11 14 to So ED 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES
 
Sy"SCL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE 14ACH REFCRENCE INFO%_MATION 
NBC S-VI 3-5 ORBITER alms (AG1021) 31 JUL TO 0 e5o REFP1 3. 1000(10,0 FT so 
S "SC 5VI S-3 ORBITER DE3ItHS (AGIC22) 31 JUL TO PEFL 2 IF0OXID 00 INI C S-Vl S-V ORBITER B1VSHO (A01093) 31 JUL To REFS 1 5000OX30,00 F , 
a SS S-VI 6-3 ORSITEP BIWIVMS (AGID24) 31 JUL TO XMAP $ 490OXDOu PCT LB 
Z.R1 S a5oDDxia.00 PCT 20 
ncFc-.NcE FILE EX0416911-314 a SCALEI 0 2C 
PAGE 75
 













- ; -0 -4 --2 0 4 6 a so 14 to 4a 
ANGLE (IF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES
 






















a NBC S-Vi S-3 ORBITER 
Mac s-QI 5-6 ORBITER 
BIV3HS 
slwsvuH6 
(AGLOW3) 31 JUL TO R0. 







PCT Z o 
REFERENC -ILE E-4/094-30 0P 1 . . 
MSC S-5 ORBITR(%901875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 










ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INVOMNATION 
HSC S-V S-50ORB£
I-ERSH6 (AGIOZI) 31 JUL TO 0 250 REFS 3 RIDODGXIG, FT SQ
9 HSC S-VI S-3 ORBITER SIMS (AGI022) 31 JUL ?D REFL 21TISCOXID'a INO
a "Sc S-VI S-5 ORBITER BIv3 G (AGlOZ3) 41 JUL TO REFS I 500OOXID.01 
0 N C -V I S- 9 ORBITER I IV3H S (AG I 24 ) 31 UL TO X RP 5 349 DOX10+00 PT 
o
 
YMRP 0 DOODXID. PTL
O 

ZNP COOO O lO PCT ZB 
REFERENCE FILE EX24/69&1-3148 SCALC I "IS, X04 cc PCT 
PAGE 77 
MSC S-5 ORBITEW3. 1875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 







L- -. 05 
U­
-0 a 4 z a e 4 a 10 it 12 4 is to 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA OEGREES
 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACHl REFERENCE INFOMATION
 
NBC S-VI. S-5 ORBITER BINS (AG1021) 31 JUL TO a 250 REFS 3 riallaxim.S' FT $9
 
* NSC S-VI 3-5 ORDITEP BIWIH6 W1G022) 31 JUL TO REFL 2 Tr300XIO+- ING o

* B -IS-50ORBITER BIV3H6 ( ACtI03)1 31 JUL TO REFB I SDGSOX$O* F 




Z.RP I 00000XIU oI PCT ZS
 
L ... .o C




MSC S-5 ORBITERO. 01875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 









NCS-VI S-5 ORBITER BING 
SC S-VI 5-5 "SITER DIWIHS 
HSC S-VI S-5 ORBITER StV3H6 
HSC S_-VI S-5 OR ITER BI IV3H6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES 
DATA SET DATE MACH 
(AG1D21) 31 JUL 70 a E50 
(401020) 51 JUL TO 
(A0=2103) 31 JUL TO 
(AG 024) 31 JUL ?0 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
REFS 3 210DOXIO.U- FT SO 
REFL 2.Trr30XI0.+O I 
REFS I 5000oxiO.0 r TI 
XMRP 5 300OOX10+00 PC L 
Y RP L 0 OODOOX O+ Oo P CT LZH 0.  _OX20.0 T S 
PEFERENCE FILE EX24169il-3i4a SCALE I OO O O CT 
PAGE 79 
__ 





















-0 - - -4 a II0 1it 1 4 IS la 120 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFO%_HATION 
NBC S-V1 S-5 ORBITER D1HO (AGIDZI) 31 JUL TO aO 250 REF$ 3.2100ODXICDB FT SQ 
* ISC S-VI S-5 ORBITER BIWIHO (AGIO22) 31 JUL TO REFL 2 7F3l0OXIG -- IND

* $C S-VI S-5 ORBITER B/V3HS IA01D23) 31 JUL TO REFS I s0ooaXIc.0• FT 
* NC S-V1 8-5 ORBITER BlWSV3HG (A01(1241 31 JUL r0 XMRP 5 3490axic00 FCT LS 
-10 -o -0 -4 02 C0D PCT ZB 
REFERENCE FILE X416911-14 SCALE I 7500XFTAK FAT 
PAGE 80 
!LSC S-5 eRBI[TEf0.01875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 
D 	 I - -T-r- f- Ir It- Ir Ir I r-rr .r . . . .-I  
0 4 
I-
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION 
 DATA SET 
 DATE 14ACH REFERENCE INFPRATION
HSC S-VI 5-5 ORBITER DIMS 
 (AC1021) 31 JUL TO 0 250
HS -V 	 REFS 3 e1cooXIO-00 F $
-51TR z BWIM: 	 o 0IAGLOW2)
* N BC S -V D I E 3 8( 	 31 JUL TO RCFL Z r?300XIO+o 0'A-5 023) 3 1 JUL 70 REFS 1 .30 0 0 r NVIH$ -5 ORBITER 	 1S BIWIV3H6 	 (AG1024) 31 JUL 
TO 	 XMRP 5 3490OXIC+ PCT L 
ZCAL YHRP1 O .OOoxio+O 0aO~x O as PCT ZS
 






MSC S-5 ORBITER%0.01875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 










.F.a -0.0 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 .4 0.6 0.8 1.0 l.z I., 1., 1.9 2.0 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN
 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENC6 INFOIATION 
MSC S-VI S-5 ORSITER 01WIVSH6 (AGIGOT) 31 JUL TO D.Rsu REFS 3 ZIODOXIO , FT So
* MSC S-V I S-S "SITER Slwlv3H6 (A~lOag) 31 JUL TO RFFL V.7,300mic cc IN
* NBC SVI S-50ORBITER BlWIV3H6 CA01010) 31 JUL 7D REFS , 5000OX10O+1 F0
0 HSC SVI S-: ORS1TER BIWIV3M6 (AGIOIZ) 31 JUL 70 XMRP 5 3490OX10. 0 PCT LO 
Qy NC $-Y t s-5 ORBITER alwV3H 6 (AG$IC4 ) 31 JUL TO YH RP 0 O DOOXIO D.02 
Z'RP , OOI.... PCT ZS 
C E1 .U.. C















-1 0 -0 S6 - 5.4 - a . 4BT£ ( 0 8aIWa I 
 1 U l a 1.F4 2 . I.GOX .0-

MSC S-V] S-5 ORBITER BlWlV3HG (AG IO) 
 31 JUL TO0.5 REFS 3 500oaXia.O0 0FTS
 
o l  

* "SC S-VI -5 ORBITER BIWV3"G (AGIG10; 31 JUL ?0 XRF 15400xic~ FT 
I H C -V I - 3 R B T R Dp I W I 3H S (A CO G 1 4 ) 3 1 J U L T O Y R P a co o O O X : 0.0 1 P e L
 
ZmRP 5 Docoaxic+oo PCT ZO
 
REFERENCE FILE EXE416912-3148 SCALE I OrSgoXIG PCT
 
PAGE 83 
MSC S-5 ORBITERMOO 875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 








-. 10 -. 05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .55 .40 .03 PC 
TOTAL DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD
 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 DATA SET DATE HACH REFERENCE INFOHATION 
x NSC 5-VI S-5 ORBITER BIWIVSHGx NSCs-VI S-5 OBITER BIWIV3HG CAGIOO) 32 JUL ra CASO REF$ E.B1O00X20 Q FT $CAGI00) 31 JUL ?O0 
 REFL 2 '3?00X1 0 0 D IFo NSC S-VI S-S ORBITER BIWIV3G (AO010) 31 JUL 10 REFU I so000X1+U. FTo NSC S-VX SS MOITER 8IIV3Hu (A01012) 31 JUL 70 XNRP S 34S00Xt 0. Ill rC y VSC 5-5 ORBITER BSWIV3H 31 JUL YHRP D O S-YI (AG1014 70 0.0000XS0 0ZPRF S 00OPOX
0 ET ZI 
REFERENCE FILE EX24/911-314B SCALE ± OTS00Xb0 PCT 
PAGE 84
 











Li IB l I ~ l l I ___1 
_ ___ 
______I II II 
02. 
fl. 00.2 0 . 04 110 aa 1e1. . 






MSC S-Vs 5-5 ORBITER sIWIVH6 
ISC S-V S-5 ORBITER BIWIV3H6 
14C S-VI 5-5 ORBITER BlWIV3H6 
HSC S-Vt 6- 0OTER eIClV3nO 
HSC S- 5 O- tRBITEP BIWLY3HE 
L4C S-VI S-5 ORBITER 8IUV3H6 
REFERENCE FILE EX24,6911-31BS 
DATA SET DATE 
(A1001) 31 JUL TO 
(A1O009) 31 JUL 7 
(AG11) 31 JUL TO 
(A01013) 31 JUL TO 
(A01015) 3: JUL 70 




REFS 3 100OX$ 0 0 FT SQ 
REFL 2 11OXI0,0 0  IN REFS I 5000XiO,01  FT 
XHRF 5 34009X10 40  PCT La 
YHRP 0 OO Xio0e 1 
ZNRP 5 000X10, 0 11 PCT zSCALE 1 8130DXIC DOPC T 
PAGE 85 


























-0.6 -0.4 -0 2 0.0 0.2 0 0. 0.4 0.0 1.0 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE 
SC S-VI S-5 ORBITER BIflV3HS (A01007) 31 JUL 70 
USC s-VI 5-5 ORBITER BIWIV3HS (AGIOCS) 32 JUL TO 
NSC S-Y S-S ORBITER S1W1V3H6 (G101 f) 31 JUL TO 
USC S-VI S- OBITER BIWIV3H6 (AG1013) 31 JUL T0 
NSC S-VI S-5 OPDITER BIWIV3H6 (AG2015) 31 JUL To 
N BSC S-VS S-5 OPSITER B±IV3H6 (A01026) 3L JUL ?Q 




L.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
REFERENCE INFO%.ATION 
REFS 3 22000xi 0 FT SQ 
REFL 2 77?0OXIO0, IN 
REFV '1SOQODXiO 0 1  FT 
XMRP S 34900X1O. 0 0  pCT LB 
YNRP 0.0000oX10, 0 1 
ZNRP S 000D0X1... PCT IB 
SCALE , 8I'0X10 PCT 
PAGE 86 












TOTAL DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 DATA SET DATE 14ACH REFERENlCE INFOHATION 
NBC S-VI 6-5 ORBITEP BIWIV3HG (AGIOrUt 31 J UL ?a a 250 REFS 3.RIOVDXSD.n FT SO 
x NBSCS-VI S-5 ORBITER BIWIV3H6 (A Icos) 31 JUL To REFL 2 ?r3OOXlG~oo IN 
* NC S-VI 5-5 ORBTER SIWIV3HS (AG1011 ) 31 JUL 70 REPO I SOCOUX10.0 PT 
X"RP $ S49DX10.0, FCT LO 
I MSC S-V I S-5 ORB T R BI IV3 16 (AG I15 3 31 JUL TO YNRP . 000 OXI a+ 19 NC S-VI 9-6 ORBITER olwlv3ma (A61CS) It JUL TO ZMRP 5 GO01+ PCT ZO 
















ac" -, , 
NORMAL 
 PRC ECOEFFIC ENT ,

~ zaj, ; !iTEi 
o a 
-, 





 ympp r5 
a ~ t z E I 
49011,,I V Alo F rfrO so C s 
ls'¢L£itOO eO 
PIT­
# S1o . 0 CT Z&+o 













*- VIa IE 1WII 
__0X___ F 
Z- 4 -0.2 00 0. 4 0.6 __ Do 1.0 1.4 1.0 .8 2.0 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATIM)I DESCRIPTION 
NBSC S-VI S-5 OPBJTER 81S- -T 
DATA SET 
{ DZI)AS 0 ) 
DATE 
31 JUL T'O 










NBc S-VI S-S O}R6ITER 
NBC S-VI S_5ORBTERNSC S-VI S-5 ORITER 




















PIT LOFT S 
PCT LB 
REFERENCE FILE EX24/6S1r -3149 SCALE A 87500*1O PET 
PAGE 89 










-Q.0 .0 -. Os .00 as" .1D .15 .20 .25 .3 0 3, .'a .45 .50 .55 .00 .01 .To 
TOTIAL DRAG COEFF'ICIENT. CD
 
Sy"BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFO%_NATION 
NSC S-VI S-5 ORBITER D1 (AGIDDI) 31 JUL TO 0 25D REFS 3 OO| Fr Be 
x HSC S-VI S-5 ORBITER 01WI (A10011Z; 31 JUL T0 REFL 8 7730OXIO.-- IN 
sc$Cs-VT 5-11 OBRT DBINSG 03) 3 JUL 70 REFB 1 11.100111.01 FT 
o 
O 1 €s -V S-5 ORBITE R BIWIV3 (G E04; 31 JUL TO XNRP S " .4 000 o PCT LOO SVIS-5ORBITERl Blv3HG (A11R3JU OYD DODI+ 
K mS -VI -35 ORBITER DIWIV3HS (ACII00) 31 JUL 7D ZNRV I .,OOO IIS I-V "110 CT ZO 
REFERENCE FILE EX24/S11-314B SCALE ""8TOXII CT 
,PAGE '90 









-0 0-O- -­ , -. 8 1 a 1 2 1 4.__. 
SrH OO 
a 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN 
CONFI&VRATIO DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH nrEFrEcnc IHrorlATION 
"SC S-VI S-5 OR1ITER SIWIV3HS (AGI025) 31 JUL 70 0 25c REFS 3.2IO00axic.00F 
I SC S-VI 5-5 ORBITER SJ IV3HG (AGIOG?) 31 JUL FO REFL 2 ?73 DXLG+Go I 
HOC S-VL 6-5 ORBITER SIMlV3HG IAGIO26) 3L JUL TO REFS I 50000NIC.0 FT 
XHRP 5.SOOgDXtO oo PCT LS 
YHR P 0 0DOG UIO O lZZ , 0 0_ PCT IS 
00 
______010OGPe 
REFERENCE FILE EX2416911-314BSCL .SaSX, PT 
PAGE 

















synaft CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE HACH REFERENCE INFOINHATION 
HSC S-VI 5-5 o lTER SZ Xv3O (AGIO25) 31 JUL TO0 .260 REFS 3 1!100OXIO.D' FT So 
* MS -VI 5-0 OROITCR OjWjV3O (AGaGoo) 31 JUL rO REFL 2. rl6 OOO IN
* NSOC S-VI 8-5 ORBITER SWIMSH (AS1025) 31 JUL TO REFS I 5ODOXIOD0 FT
-5 00 PCT Le 
y-RF 0 60GOOX|O+01 
z0R 0 -. -00.2 0..0 I4.CT Z0 
















-" -° c - .VI 5.: TE 03 14 .£HG . (AGD 1 5 31 JU 0 4 25 0 REP S . .30 .rDX2T S 
o 
$=VBCS- 55 ORBTER 





(AGI OC) 31 JUL TO 


































-0.2 -r _____ OD __ _ _ _____ ______ _ __ __ ° $6 . 
0 HSC S-VI S-9 ORBITER BIWIV3HS (AG1024) 31 JUL To S REFS 1 oOauxic FT S 
XHP5 49DOX10*01 PCT LS 
,.RP a5 DX00 




MSC S-5 ORBITE O.01875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 










-o -0.0 -0.4 -0.2 Do 0. d* 4 a0 0 .6 1 0 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL 





HOC S-VZ 5-3 ORBITER VlWtV3FG 
SC S-VI S-5 ORDITER BIWIV3HO 













REFS 3 2100axt - FT 
REFL 2 TTZOX0* 00-- in REFB I 5ooooGo 
R• 
F 
XHRP 5 34 oaxi 0o0 PCT 
a a BOOMXO 
ZMRF 5 0000O 0 .Go CT 
REFERENCE FILE Ext /og.--3i1a SAE1850l C 
PAGE 95 

















.10 -. 05 .9D .05 0 .15 .00 .25 .So .35 .40 .45 	 .30 35 .00 55 .To 
TOTAL DRAG COEFFiCIENT. CO- '
 
SYABOL COHFIOURATION DESCRIPTION 	 DATA SET DATE ACN REFERENCE INF ATION1 
* sC S-VI S--ORBITER BIWIV3HS tAGOD?) 31 JUL r6 a iso 	 REFS 3 9100OX ., FT Si1
X "Sc 5-VI S-t ORBITER BI IV3Hn 	 CAG$620) 41 JUL ?G REFL R TSODXIO, 0 0  IN a MSC S-VI S-3 ORBITER BIWIV3H 1A01024) 31 JUL FU 	 REFS I .5OO XIO,+0 FT 
XHRP 5 54900XI0O PCT LB 
0YNRP 0.0000dX1D0 
ZHRF I $ PE0OOXI0+
CT ZB
REFERENCE7 FILE EXa4/6911-1i 	 SCALE 07500XIS0 FCT 
PAGE 96
 













NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN
 
SYMBOL CCWFIOURATION DESCPIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFEpEN¢E INFOINATION 
"SC S-vt S-5 ORBITER SIN: I AG1003) 31 JUL ro 0.230 REFS 3 9XODOXlO...' FT SO 
x NSC S-V' 6-3 ORBITER SIR6 IA0101) 31 JUL 10 REFL e mroaXic. 0 i 
a SC S-VI S-5 ORBITER SING (AO2021) j 3 JUL 70 REFS I 500orDla+01 FT 
XHBP 5 3490DOXia00 PCT La 
YHRPZZO I5_____ ocavanX.0 PCT ZB 
SCAL I ,xio
REFERENCE FILE EX24/0911-314D IS So FCT
 
PAGE 97 















-0.4 -0 e 0.0 
COWFIGUPATIONDESCPIPTION 
"SC S-VI S-5 ORBITER SING 
11C S- 1 8-5 OITER SING 
S -VI $-5 ORBITER SING 
REFERECE FILE 
a a .4 0.6 0.0 1.0 
LIFT COEFFICIENT,, CL 
DATA SET DATE 
(AGIC03) 31 JUL TO 
(AGICIT) JU 0RL 





14 1.0 $.0 2 a 
REFERENCE INlFOSMAT16N 
REFS 3 ZIOD0XIQ;.- FT 11 
TOX+ 
O 
REFS I suc00x10+ FT 
XHRP 5 3490OX10*01 PCT LB 
'. p aGOX0+100 
ZMRF O00XID+Oalf 0RP 5 00 B_0X* PCT-ZaSCALE E .. FOa O Pcr 
PAGE 98 
MSC S-5 RBITER(P.01875 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 
8.0 rrj TrTrjT-rrrr-t 
rrr""-i.... .... .. . ............ . ..... ..... ...

















- .00 14. .. .44 SS .4 45 . SS .60 .0520 .po 
TOTAL DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIFTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFOV/ATION
 
X SC S-Vt S-5 ORBITER SINS (AGI ?03) 31 JUL 7TO .250 REFS 3,2100OX:O, 0 FT S9 
* HOC S-VI S-5 ORBITER BIRO (AG11t?) 31 JUL TO REFL 2.rT700Xl0,oo IN
* $C S-Vt S-5 ORBITER BIR6 (AG1tO$) 31 JUL 70 REFS I so000Xio00 FT 
X{RP 5 349SOUXt0 0 0 PCT LB 
TRP 0 O00OOXtO4 63 
ZKRP 5.OOOOOXIO. 0 0 PCT ZO 
REFEREfCC FILE EX24/O9il-314B SCALE I 8750OXI PCT 
PAGE 99
 













-0.0 -a.4 -0.2 0 a 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1 4 I.e 1.8 2.0 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFO%,HATzOH 
N C S-VI S-5 ORBITER BIV30H CAGI005) 31 JUL TO 0 250 REFS 3 2SODOXIO, 0 0  FT SQ 
x ZSC S-VT S-5 ORBITER IV3HS (A61019) 31 JUL 70 REFL 2 T7SCOXIOtoo IN 
* 	 MSC S-VI S-5 ORBITER BIVSH (A*10231 51 JUL 70 REFS I s000DX10. 0 1  FT 
XNRP S 34900Xf0, 0 0 PCI LBY14RP 0 oooOOXIO, 0 1 
ZHRP S 0O000Xl0,1 PCT ZSSCALE 1 ,500 I O0 rCT 
REFERENCE FILE EX24/S911-314B 
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-0.0 30.4 -0.2 0.0 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ISC 5-vi S-5 ORBITER SiV3"6 
$C S-VT s-S OR ITE9 SIVaH" 
Msc s-VI S-S ORBITCR 6IV5H6 
REFERENCE FILE 
0.8 U.4 0.6 0.0 1.0 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL 
DATA SET DATE 
(MIDS) 31 JUL TO 
(A010O9) 31 JUL TO 





1.4 1.0 1.0 2.0 
REFERENCE INFaPATION 
REFS 3 2100X*Q,0 yFTSo 
REFL Cr??30OX1Oll IZN 
REFS I SI000OX10, FT 
XXRP 5 54900X20, 0 0  PCT Le 
YNRP I OUVOOX*0,01 
2112' 5 PovgoXIO g 1CT ZO 
SCALE I 815001W PET 
PAGE 101 










-. 1*0 -.09 .! .09 .1 is .2 25 .-0 . 5 . 40 .45 .3 55 .00 .15. To 
TOTAL DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO 














(AG 2 ) 
31 JUL TO 
31 JUL TO 
31 JUL TO 


















REFERENCE FILE EX24/S911-314A SCALE I±a07500X1 0 PCT 
PAGE 102 
EQ 






-0.0 -0.0 -0.4 - _B 0.0 a 	 l.a 1.4 1 6 a C.0 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CM
 
sy"SOL CONFIOUPATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE NACNI REFERENCE INFOHATION 
* NC $-VZ S-5 OPSITER stin6 	 (AG1018) 31 JUL TO REFL. 2 Traocyl a IN 
* NC S-VI S-5 ORBITER BIVSNS 	 (AO1019 31 JUL 70 REFS I SG00OXIO*O FT
* 	 NBC 6-V I S-50OPBITBR B SWIMSH (A0102BE 3JUL ?a YMPF 5 349DOXID+
 
YMPP 
 PCT LBa conox~ Do 
0 

ZHFP 5 OODOGXID*ol CT 20 
REFERENCE FILE X24/0911-314 SCALE I TsaoDxlo DO PCT 
PAGE 103 
MSC S-5 RPITERCO. !B;5 CCALE) SERIES S-VI
 







Z 0.4 -___ ______ _____ _ 







-0.4 -0. ;, -0 .2 0. OS .4 G.---1. 19 .0a,. 
-0- .S -6.0 -0.4 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.4 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.8R 2t , 1.03 $ 8 8-0 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFERENCE INFORNATION
 
O S-V O-5RBII£P PIN6 (AGIOI?) 31 JUL TO 0.250 REFS 3 2IOOOXIO, 00  FT SQ
 
* IN S-VI 3-5,ORBITER BIWINIG, (AG101SY 31 JUL To REFL 2 r3GOVXlo g IN 
6 1iSC 6-VI S-5 ORBITER BIV3HO' (AOIOIQ) 51 JUL T0 REFS I 50 X0 FT 





ZHRP S 0OOOX1g* . PCT Z2
 




















.1 0 -. 09 vsD .05 .10 .15 .20 4£5 .58 135 .40 .45 .50 .55 .00 .65 .TO 
TOTAL DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
5YHSOL coxrxOURATIM DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE HACH REFERENCE INFONATION 
0 SC S-VI - ORBI TER DIES (All)31 JUL TO a 250 REFS 5 RAQDOX20..' FT SQ 
X "Sc S-Vi S:$ OR:ITER :lH [AO16; 31 JUL TO REFL 9 rr3ouX o~ac IN
* NSC S-Vf 55ORBZTER 2 V3HS 1 AS101 31 1 UL 70 REFB 1 5006OX30.01 FT 
* NBC $-VI S-5 ORBITER BIVIV3HS CA,1020 ) 3 JUL TO XMRP 5 349DOX20+0 PCT LS 
ZNRP 3 cocouOxall.0 Za





MSC S-5 0RB!TER(O AMI87 SCALE) SERIES S-VI
 


















NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN
 
SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION DATA gET DATE MA61 REFERENCE IMFOMATION 
S NSC S-vI 9-5 ORSITEIR il i CA01C22) i1 JUL I'd0.O5 REFS 3.91000XID,' FT SQ 
I NBC S-vi S-5ORSD1E I SWIS (AG1022) 31 JUL va REFL 2 T7300XIDl- IN 
* NBC S-V! S-50ORBITER BIV3M6 (AG1023) $1 JUL ro REFS 1 50OX10*00 F T
* USC 5-VI 5-5 ORBITER dIVIV3M6 (iolag!41 31 JUL 70 XHRF 5 349DOXIC+- P0 L 
ZHP 0 OOO00X10 al ¢tZ 











Z 0.4 bR_ 
w -w 
I­
0.. ,I.4 -0. 0.0 Oa de 0.0 0.6 1. 1.2 ____4__ _.____. 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
 
SY0BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH REFVPENCE INFOR ATION
 
n
145C S-VI 6-50ORBITER BIHO (A010211 32 JUL TO a ESO PEFS 3 10YG FT se 
x "SC S-VI 6:5 ORBITER DIWIH5 (AG10221 51 JUL TO REFL R 77300X9.00 IN 
a 145C S-VI S-50R13tTER BIV3RO A GC9 31 31 JUL 70 REFS I 50002XIC01 FT0 NC S-VI 5-5 ORBITER BIWIV546 =1G D24) 31 JUL TO XHR , 53, gaxta00 PCT LS 
SYHRP O0
 c 0D000ox0 0
 
ZMRP 5 O0000OX1G 0 PCT XS 




HSC S-5 ORBITER(O.01875 SCALE] SERIES S-VT
 










-. 20G -. 05 .00 .05 .10 .15 .20 .es .30 .53 .40 .4B .50 .55 .69 .03 tFo 
TOTAL DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
SYMBOL CONFIGUIATION DESCRIPTION DATA SET DATE MACH PCERCNCE IRFOIATION 
N C S -V 9 5 T R II (AUIOZI) JUL TO a 250 R 3 11,1 X0 . FT S-ZS5 ORC ITER BWHO {AG1022) 31 JUL TO REFL .," '10 %VO IMx vi
OR 31 3F 12 
* NBC S-VI S-5 ORBITER SIV3MS (AG1025) II JUL TO REFB 1 5 O00OX10.01 FTo

-VI SIVIV3ma XNRF 0
* "S 5-5 ORBITER (AGIC241 31 JUL TO tf SoJ490400OXID.0;0XI. PCT LO 
Z"Rl -o0uopaxi0.00 PfCT ZO
 
REFERENCE FILE E9246qll-314B 'C' Le 1 SS.-X 0 O PCT
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